Donnybrook Farm Service
would like to thank you
for your continued
support in 2018
We wish you and your
family a safe and prosperous
New Year in 2019

CAREFUL WHAT YOU . . .
SMELL!!
A papa mole, a mama mole, and a
baby mole, all live together in a little
mole hole.
One day, papa mole sticks his head
out of the hole, sniffs the air and said,
'Yummy! I smell maple syrup!'
The mama mole sticks her head out
of the hole, sniffs the air and said,
'Oh,Yummy! I smell honey!'

Enjoy the convenience of getting
your invoices, statements and
monthly newsletter emailed
No more waiting until the end of
the month to get your invoices,
they can be emailed automatically,
so you can keep track of them
easily! Just let us know and we
can change it over for you

Now baby mole is trying to stick his
head out of the hole to sniff the air,
but can't because the bigger moles
are in the way.

This makes him whine, 'Geez, all I
can smell is....
MOL ASSES!

RETURN OF NATFLAV 500
Growers who have been baiting for Mediterrean Fruit Fly would remember a protein bait/attractant called
Natflav. It disappeared off the market for a few years, but Agnova have purchased the product and refined
it a little.
Natflav 500 is the protein bait used as the attractant for fruit fly. It does not kill the insect, this is done by
the insecticide Maldison or Lepidex which is combined with Natflav and applied as a course droplet to the
fruit tree.
Some people who have been in the fruit Industry for some decades preferred this product as there is no
fruit bleaching if the bait droplet contacts the fruit, also the effectiveness of Natflav in Mediterrean Fruit fly
control. Part of the refinement to the new Natflav 500 is the elimination of the white flake residue that exited
in the old product. The flakes caused some jet blockages when the product was applied.
As Natflav 500 has just been released there has not been time to test this claim – time will tell.

FILTER CARTRIDGES
VARIOUS STYLES AVAILABLE
CARBON, PLEATED
AND POLY SPUN

ONLY WHILE
STOCKS

10” x 2.5” AND 10” x 4.5”
5 TO 20 MICRON
PRICES RANGE FROM

$ 8.80 to $48.40

DAY LONG WEEKEND
OPENING HOURS
CLOSED - Saturday 26th
& Monday 28th Jan
We re open on Tuesday the 29th as
per our normal opening hours

